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Mark Harris 

Slackers and the Avant-Garde  (unpublished talk, October 2013) 

By 1989, following the selling of her entire show at a Cologne gallery, New Jersey artist 
Laurie Parsons asked her dealers to no longer offer anything of hers for sale. That sell out 
show in Germany comprised unaltered debris, like rope, wood and charcoal, Parsons had 
collected from Hoboken streets.  

 

This didn’t deter Lorence Monk from offering her a solo exhibition the following year, for which she 
repainted the gallery but left her name and the dates of the show off the invitation card. A bit later she 
also stopped listing this exhibiton on her CV. And that was the extent of my encounter with Parsons’ 
work in New York.  

 

One of the interventions she did at this time that foretold where she was heading was to 
spend seven weeks sleeping in a gallery in the German town Rottweil, going out each day to 
work in a hospital and a school for disabled children. She would leave the gallery door 
unlocked and agree to talk to anyone who came by. The end of this “show” was marked by a 
party which most of the town attended. In 1992 at the New Museum, located then on 
Broadway, she placed a pile of 300 one-dollar bills on the floor with instructions to the 
guards not to stop people taking them, which of course happened fairly quickly. By 1994 she 
was declining all invitations to exhibit. After speaking with a man she had often seen on the 
streets of Hoboken sleeping in a tent, Parsons spent a great deal of time helping him find 
him a subsidized apartment and ending his ten years of homelessness. Since then she has 

Laurie Parsons, “Troubled”, 1988, detail  
inset: Rolfe Ricke gallery installation, 1989 
 

Laurie Parsons, empty gallery, Lorence Monk, New York, 1990  
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been involved with social work in psychiatric hospitals. She showed no interest in reading the 
Bob Nickas’s Artforum article where I found this information, telling him to make up 
anything that he didn’t understand. Evidently she no longer tells people she was once an 
artist. 

Parsons was one of a small number of American artists, active in the early 1990s, that 
attracted the label “Slacker” as a way of describing their ambivalent commitment to 
prevailing standards of studio production, work ethic and the marketplace. It’s a bit rash of 
me to suggest to a cohort of MFA students I’m teaching that dropping out of all 
participation with art institutions is a viable solution to the confusion and alienation we 
often face in locating a viable place for ourselves in contemporary art milieus. We’d really 
like you to stay here longer. Nevertheless, perhaps Parsons’ decision to disappear can stand 
there for us as a reality check when times get hard. In the way we may routinely engage with 
notions of “critique” or “positions”, I don’t think Parsons’ progressive steps towards the exit 
sign can be convincingly defined as ethical, political, or ascetic (self-abnegating withdrawal). 
Nor as aesthetic, for that matter. Perhaps they are more of a practical nature, as in “This just 
feels a better way to live my life, so I’ll go there”.  

She described her procedure of retrieving and showing unaltered material as acknowledging a 
presence in objects that she felt were as powerful as artworks. If Parsons found the world to 
be sufficient then it’s understandable that she would move towards an orientation that left 
the world where it was to start with and to no longer displace it by moving it to galleries. 
Parsons may have felt that the initial experimental displacement from street to gallery didn’t 
harm the qualities she perceived in the found objects. However, once they were uprooted a 
second time through their sale, their transmutation into art became irreversible. The 
commodification of material was by then complete and at that point she evidently became 
distressed and forbade the sale of any of more of her work. 

Kristin Oppenheim is a sound artist with a strong record of exhibitions in London, Paris and 
New York. Even though she sings her minimally designed soundtracks for broadcast in the 
gallery, her work is somewhat withdrawn and non-declaratory (she will be showing at 
Greengrassi next year). Emerging at the time of other Slacker artists it’s as if she found a 
working place in the shadows with which she felt most comfortable. It’s a different story with 
her brother Erik Oppenheim who also started to exhibit in New York in the early 1990s but 
who withdrew completely from the artworld shortly afterwards. Their withdrawal may partly 
be due to the overwhelming subjectivity of their artist father Dennis Oppenheim, celebrated 
as a key post-minimal, conceptual and performance artist. Neverthless, I saw memorable 
shows by both siblings that suggested the start of very successful careers. Without warning 
the artists beforehand, for a curated show Erik Oppenheim concealed all the artists’ work 
behind a wall into which he inset 35mm slides of each piece. Some artists were furious and 
pulled their work from the show while others recognised the quality of the concept and 
stayed. Later in a one-person exhibition consisting of purchasable actions he offered to be a 
dinner guest, or to demolish a wall in your apartment, amongst other options. He is now 
committed to fostering a young neighborhood child in Brooklyn and though he continues to 
make work he refuses to exhibit it. 
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I want to ask here if Slacker artists like Laurie Parsons or Erik Oppenheim can be spoken 
about in any way as a legacy of the history of avant-gardism, or as something entirely awry, 
off-base, on another economic model, unrecognisable, useless even for the financial milieu of 
contemporary art speculation. If not avant-garde artists themselves, then perhaps they 
develop unconventional tactics in the face of predicaments encountered by earlier avant-
gardes. This is one way of imagining a history of the contemporary, as a string of connected 
tactical moments determined by avant-garde tropes of action and recuperation. Do artists 
such as Parsons and Oppenheim resign themselves to a frame of mind and a visual language 
that deal with the sense of exhaustion experienced at the end of avant-gardism, or do they 
continue a different “tradition”, one of less critical or economic value, involved in non-
participation, but most importantly also attached to enthusiasms and intoxications that the 
contemporary art phantasmagoria, or spectacle, can’t use?  

With its familiar dichotomies of subversion and recuperation, the avant-garde has been the 
dominant interpretative model for understanding how the old is succeeded by the new. It’s a 
model I’m happy to work with as it provides some tools for trying to figure out what has 
happened to art over the last 200 years, but who does this model serve if not the institutions 
that supposedly are transformed by avant-garde activism? I want to ask if the centuries-long 
labyrinth into which we’ve been born, and keep trying to exit, a labyrinth of aesthetic 
subversions and aggressions, of retreats into obstructive nonsense or formalist renunciations, 
starts with the original slacker Baudelaire and his furious poems from Flowers of Evil and 
Paris Spleen in the 1860s, or with Hegel’s observations in his 1831 Aesthetics  about the 
decline of art’s importance. Or does it originate even earlier with Diderot’s 1760s narrative 
Rameau’s Nephew, that strange story about alienation, wild musical improvisation, and 
slacker attitude? 

 

Baudelaire, The Flowers of Evil,  
first published 1857 

Baudelaire, Paris Spleen, 
published posthumously 1869 

Hegel, Aesthetics,  
published posthumously  
after his death in 1831,  
based on lectures given 
in the 1820s 

Diderot, Rameau’s Nephew, 
written c. 1760s, published 
posthumously 1823 
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In one of the more thorough analyses, Peter Bürger (slide 10) defines the avant-garde as those 
practices that sublate art into life, that dissolve traditional artforms where artists can newly 
engage art practice with life. That social practices/relational aesthetics works through 
community commissions, Biennales, residencies and other employments, participating in 
redefining the boundaries of art rather becoming absorbed into life (and thus no longer being 
art) shows that art, if anything, reinforcing its discreteness, its separation from life. There 
may then be something wrong with this transformation model rather than with the artists, 
and yet Bürger explains that it is because 19th-century art became completely detached from 
having any impact on life that artists tried to undermine the limiting structural definitions 
and roles of art as a way to reengage their own practices. As Bürger explains: “The European 
avant-garde movements can be defined as an attack on the status of art in bourgeois society. 
What is negated is not an earlier form of art (a style) but art as an institution that is 
unassociated with the life praxis of men”.  

For Bürger this notion of the institution of art refers to a process by which artwork is 
neutralised through being fixed as an accessory that reflects and enhances the values of 
bourgeois individual life rather than being able to engage with community experience, as was 
the case with earlier art. In the period where the avant-garde emerges, we can see the crisis 
caused by this limited role in some early-19th century paintings like Géricault’s Raft of the 
Medusa and Messonier’s Barricade  which exceptionally depict a traumatic underside to 
prosperity.  

Works like these complicate Bürger’s formula, for they show that ruptures were possible in 
the role assigned to art in this period, at least in terms of its content. But Bürger’s answer to 
these examples is to explain that art whose imagery or language protests existing conditions is 

Ernest Messonier, The Barricade, 1848, watercolour 

Theodore Géricault, The Raft of the Medusa, 1819  
oil on canvas 
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only going to be caught in what Marcuse called “the affirmative character of art” where 
society is relieved of doing anything about those conditions by seeing their resolution 
fictionalised, or depicted, in art. The only viable exit, he proposes, is for radical artists to 
undermine these limitations on function and agency by challenging the way in which society 
defines what an artwork can be. In this interpretation Duchamp becomes the model for 
Bürger’s definition of the attack on the institution of art where the expectation for art to be 
the production of a creative, gifted and skilled individual is completely annihilated–at least 
symbolically if not actually–as the signed, but mass-produced, urinal displaces the value 
typically residing in signature works of art.  

Those of you familiar with this theory will know what comes next. The first gesture of 
radical anti-institutional practice temporarily stuns the institution but then on being 
repeated it becomes absorbed into what it once opposed. Repeated subversiveness constitutes 
the “neo-avant-garde” which recycles gestures of radicality but changes nothing. Bürger’s 
“neo-avant-garde” is taken up by Hal Foster in a critical way to defend artists like Hans 
Haacke and Andrea Fraser that he supports and who are involved in institutional critique. 
Although I suppose we might be able to see Slacker artists as challenging institutional 
expectations of work ethic, quality of materials, content, and so on, this is not really the 
ground on which I’d choose to defend their radicality, such as it is. We should not after all 
be surprised if  “Slacker” tactics extend to the ethics that are associated with radical or 
engaged practices. I would be interested though to consider whether Laurie Parsons and Erik 
Oppenheim found a way to sublate their work into the praxis of life through withdrawal, 
through a version of slackerdom that continues well past the exit. 

One of the problems with a theory of the avant-garde like Bürger’s, however compellingly 
articulated, is the rigidity of its architecture that oversimplifies the breadth of what is being 
made and felt in any historical period, that doesn’t tolerate weirdness, unpredictability and 
left turns in the culture under scrutiny. 

Think of 

J.J. Grandville, illustration from Un Autre Monde 
first published in French, 1844 

Charles Meryon, Le Morgue, 1854, etching and drypoint 
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Grandville or Meryon whom Walter Benjamin found such compelling examples of 19th-
century aberrant insightful practice. And what about craft, folk music, cooking or walking 
(the flâneur) that cannot be completely subsumed under the schema of a world in thrall to 
commerce? In De Certeau’s analysis inThe Practice of Everyday Life such activities of ordinary 
people would be shown, through their idiosyncracies and their contrast with institutional 
practices, to inherently possess agency. 

Bürger’s acclaim for militant or anti-institutional avant-garde work underestimates the 
preparedness of sectors of western capitalist societies to absorb cultural shocks, to know that 
they are in touch with the most challenging ideas of the present, and to be seen to be capable 
of understanding and embracing threats. It underestimates the fundamental economic need 
for business to be connected to radical thinking in order to innovate and remain competitive. 
In respect of its antagonism the avant-garde has been the cultural advance of the middle class 
and not its aggressor. It has provided the social gratification of contemporaneity and the 
reassurance of being a creative class. In our own context this occurs with those yBas 
participating in Damien Hirst’s Freeze exhibition prior to their canonization as the home 
grown radical alternative. The idea of an avant-garde posing a serious threat to middle-class 
prominence is largely fictional. Paul Mann in The Theory-Death of the Avant-Garde explains 
how the radicality of late 19th-century Impressionists was immediately understood by the 
French bourgeoisie as offering a much-needed transformation of a moribund culture, as a 
type of art that displaced the darkness of academic painting with the light-filled scenes of 
modern industrialized and leisure-filled life. The Impressionist Salon des Refusés can then be 
seen not as a cultural exile but a temporary alternative, a necessary rupture with the academy 
that reboots an entrenched conservative institution.  

We can see the same process of near-instant recuperation of aesthetic radicalism occurring 
with Dada, Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism, Fluxus, Institutional Critique and Social 
Practices once each phenomenon has been provisionally situated outside the mainstream. We 
should ask then if there is some property of these entities, some remainder that exceeds the 
process of absorption, if only for a few moments. Is it reasonable to want to identify a thrill, 
exhilaration, even intense pleasure, the startled recognition of an event, an irruption in 
production of the work (and in one’s participation as spectator), that, for the sake of a better 
word we would call intoxication? Perhaps it doesn’t count for much in the stakes of 
criticality, but where we are trying in our work not to be subsumed by market forces or the 
strictures of a profession (in this case “artist”), the uncontrollable thrill of pleasure that 
escapes surveillance in our practice may be all that signals to us that we still have something 
uncolonised. Paul Mann touches on this in the “Stupid Undergrounds” from Masocriticism 
chapter I suggested as reading: “Stupid fun is quite serious; it is also ‘political’, we are told, 
by being the subversion of the serious, the practical, the useful, the profitable. … but it also 
floats free of the objects to which capital would like to affix it…” (p182). This relates to 
what Mann elsewhere describes as the point of putting up with the stupid underground “To 
pursue a renunciation of culture past the limit, where it precisely leaves us behind, where 
criticism can no longer observe it, no longer recuperate it…” (p130) 

Something Bürger says about Dada and Surrealist automatic writing is promising for our 
discussion. The instructions issued by Tzara and Breton on how to write poetry, he says, are 
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like recipes and therefore can be taken up by anyone. Automatic writing and the 
transcription of dreams have no required skill and therefore invite a change to the 
technologies of writing. Overnight, quite literally with dreams, as recipient becomes 
producer, the categories of production and consumption of culture dissolve. Breton wrote 
that “Surrealism’s distinctive feature is to have proclaimed the total equality of all normal 
human beings before the subliminal message…”. (The Automatic Message, 1933) 

It’s worth looking at Jim Shaw’s dream drawings which in their unskilled slacker-like graphic 
style and matter-of-fact narrating are a contemporary model for Breton and Tzara’s 
flattening of hierarchies of production and reception (slide 23). Is there a similar threshold 
with Parsons’ work? If her found materials could be retrieved and left unaltered by anyone, 
then is Parsons any more entitled to exhibit them than the next person? 

 

Jim Shaw, Dreams, 1995 
 

Laurie Parsons, “Stuff”, c. 1988  
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Something might be made of her process of selection being the differential between artist 
and non-artist, or of the quality of her motivating concept or impulse, but the slacker makes 
a virtue of the failure to possess individual taste and skill and the concepts of retrieving 
rubbish and drawing dreams are intentionally empty. Skill-lessness and a refusal to select, to 
rule out criteria for inclusion, mark both Parsons’ and Shaw’s work.  

I'm sure you all know examples amongst your own peer group, amongst the shows you’re 
seeing or writing about, that update these kinds of responses towards the always troubled 
relationship between artist and marketplace. You are involved in far more that’s new than I 
am at this moment. How difficult this challenge remains seems well enough indicated by Jay 
Z’s Picasso Baby music performance made at New York’s Pace Gallery. 

The participation as audience perfomers by artists Marina Abramovic, Wangechi Mutu, 
Mickalene Thomas, Andres Serrano, Lorna Simpson, Fred Wilson, and Lawrence Weiner, 
each with their claims to radical and experimental initiatives, alongside gallerists and curators, 
reveals what sort of new normalcy or imbrication in structures of power? Is it an appalling 
revelation of the extent to which our artworld, someone’s artworld, has now completely 
turned on its back to have its tummy be tickled by wealth? Or is it part of an adapting 
phantasmagoria, a spectacle which we ignore or dismiss at the risk of sealing our own 
irrelevance? In this sense is it of no real concern, but just a passing entertainment amongst 
the hundreds of others that have become staples of an artworld that is now a primary 
location of capital at work?  

Jay-Z, “Picasso Baby” performance, Pace Gallery, New York, July 2013 
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An artworld where the criticism of a different Abramovic in one public venue (by Jeremy 
Deller at the Biennale) might only be promoting his eligibility for a position of power in 
another venue, much closer to home (the new Serpentine Gallery)? I’m afraid I don’t have 
any good answers here. 

We can often see this process of a technology being changed to open up the means of 
production to a larger constituency. Amongst many other social factors, the affordability of 7” 
vinyl record production and the development of new distribution systems like that started by 
Rough Trade made it possible for punk rock to thrive in the late 1970s. This series of 
Autumn talks is about histories of the contemporary so I’d like to be more explicit for a 
moment in responding to this. I have a friend who was sufficiently bothered by his 
experience of the contemporary to build and then self-publish a comprehensive archive. 

  

New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg and 
Roman Abramovic at Serpentine opening,  
September 2013 
 

Mario Panciera, 45 Revolutions 
published 2008 
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Mario Panciera’s 45 Revolutions documents every punk single released in the UK between 
1976–79, annotating them all equally with as much factual information as he could find. 
This is a flat history, without selectivity or eulogy, and seems driven by esteem for the 
phenomenon of punk music as a complete assemblage. It’s a collector’s model in that a 
collector must always be looking for completion if their practice is to stay meaningful. After 
going to hundreds of punk concerts in the late-70s, Panciera would drive around Britain 
visiting every record and charity shop he could locate and buying up all these rare records 
that at the time no one wanted. On the map he carried with him he would cross off each 
town and village visited. 

Perhaps this is more of an anti-history though, for by allocating each record equal status in 
the archive (image, track info, date, narrative, review selections) it allows the reader to 
evaluate whether the DIY band Desperate Bicycles, for example, may after all have had as 
much to offer as The Damned, even if Johnny Rotten wrote for the NME of the Bicycles’ 
last single that “The A side is average to dull, the B side is dull to below zero. Thank you”. 

The book’s alphabetical dehierarchization of some 3,000 singles only reinforces how 
unencompassable and chaotic was this particular contemporaneity, yet through the nuance of 
Panciera’s tireless annotations you do get a sense of what these musicians were thinking, 
what motivated them, what mattered to them. A history emerges from the proximity 
Panciera had to his material. Musicians now visit him to find out what they did and in what 
circumstances, so comprehensive is the historical material he has collected and laid out. 

Mario Panciera, 45 Revolutions, published 2008 
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Perhaps we should remind ourselves what some of music this sounded like. A good example 
is The Mekons 1978 single “Never Been in a Riot”. This first release of theirs is a striking 
example of DIY messthetics, as the genre has recently been described. The shambolic 
mistakes that open the B-side “32 Weeks” comprise a delightfully messy start to a song that 
cares little about conventional musicianship and whose sardonic advocacy of full 
participation in the consumer economy embodies a punk slacker orientation. 

 

Mario Panciera, collection of 7” records and posters 

The Mekons, 32 Weeks, February 1978  
video by Shytstem and Susan Forsyth 
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Although in 1977 there can’t have been much anticipation of The Mekons’ subsequent 
participation in socialist causes, the song’s lyrics of “32 Weeks” introduce a stroppy non-
conformism that would develop into focused activist work against racism, against Thatcher, 
the miners’ strike, and against the death penalty in some of the most powerful political songs 
of our time. In relation to avant-gardism it’s too simplistic to dismiss this as an example of 
Marcuse’s “affirmative culture”, as a representation of social trauma that absolves its 
perpetrators from fixing it. The materiality of the songs, their acoustic force and lyrical 
sophistication show musicians constantly experimenting with the agency of music and its 
ability to write histories of its time. 

I know it’s a bit of a stretch, but these punk examples remind me of Erich Auerbach’s 
reflections in Mimesis on Gregory of Tours’ History of the Franks. Mimesis was written in the 
1940s in Istanbul where Auerbach was a Holocaust refugee. It claims to be a history of how 
reality was depicted in Western literature but in the course of its analysis becomes an 
intensely observed study of human behaviour. Gregory was a Catholic bishop in the 
Merovingian period (500 AD), one of the more brutal episodes of European history. Imagine 
altogether more pointlessly murderous and ungovernable clans than Game of Thrones and 
you’ll have some sense of the mayhem which Gregory narrated and negotiated as a cleric. In 
vivid and straightforward language he wrote down what he saw and heard, ususally 
unjudgmentally. His factual accumulation is of the same category as Panciera’s. In both cases 
they are the perfect people for the job, both of independent means, immersed in their time, 
prescient of what would matter in the future and wanting to set it down as clearly as possible. 
Auerbach writes of Gregory that “what he relates is his own and his only world. He has no 
other, and he lives in it…Lusts and passions lose every concealing form; they show 
themselves in the raw and with palpable immediacy. This brutal life becomes a sensible 
object; to him who would describe it, it presents itself as devoid of order and difficult to 
order, but tangible, earthy, alive”. (Auerbach, 90-1). That’s not such a bad description of 
punk milieus either. Even if better histories like these are ensured by the deepest involvement 
in one’s subject, it’s obvious the material circumstances that grant historians like Panciera 
and Gregory the time and means to write will likely be denied those they write about. 
Perhaps then historians need to be separated materially, if not temporally, from those they 
study. 

Clearly there are different kinds of intoxications, some good, some not so good, some that 
are fascistic. Concepts of intoxication have run alongside the history of the avant-garde like 
an alternative subversive track. 
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Baudelaire’s feverish engagement with barricade fighting in early 1848 led to him shouting 
for the death of his father-in-law and inviting the National Guard to smell the gunpowder 
on his fingers, resulting in a likely death sentence if they had taken up the invitation. He is in 
tune with the conflicting plights of 19th-century Parisians as if a telegraph wire continually 
passes messages through his cervical spine. In the poem “The Murdered Woman” he writes 
of the middle-class intoxication with commodities through a detailed description of the 
room in which the brutal murder has taken place, the victim’s head placed on the beside 
table like a luxurious ornament. In “The Ragpicker’s Wine”, “The Lover’s Wine”, “The 
Murderer’s Wine” and other poems he celebrates the drunks of Paris for succumbing to the 
violence and revolutionary zeal that alcohol stimulates, at the same time that he criticises 
hashish as a bourgeois recreation.  

 

M. Thibault, daguerreotype Rue Saint-Maur barricades, 1848 

Étienne Carjat, portrait of 
Baudelaire, c. 1863 
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His opinion of the new enthusiasm for photography really sums up this infatuation with 
commodities: “From that moment our squalid society rushed, Narcissus to a man, to gaze at 
its trivial image on a scrap of metal”. Perhaps his scowl in Carjat’s portrait photograph 
reveals just this thought. He attempts to rescue the artist Meryon (“…he forgot not one of 
the complex elements which go to make up the painful and glorious décor of civilization”) 
from poverty and madness by getting the state to buy his work. Baudelaire is one of the first 
to criticise the vainglorious avant-gardism of his contemporaries who fuel their artistic 
intoxication with metaphors drawn from war.  

 

He writes poems that unmistakably cast his widowed mother as a stoic but emotionally 
troubled Paris type and incessantly writes letters to her that express his love and enthuse 
about his publication prospects (in reality usually bleak) while always, without exception, 
asking for money. He names his great book of poems The Flowers of Evil which Benjamin 
took to reference not just the corrupting impact Paris had on its inhabitants but also the 
followers of the most prominent anarchist Auguste Blanqui. In other words his engagement 
with the city and with life is of a radical and critical intoxication that later recurs in different 
forms with Nietzsche (think of the Dionysian figure in The Birth of Tragedy) and with 
Surrealism (Breton’s Mad Love, Aragon’s Paris Peasant; Breton wrote: “The ‘derangement’ of 
the senses, of all the senses, remains to be achieved…”, from “The Automatic Message”), and 
in a deeply problematic way with Ernst Jünger whose enthusiasm for his WWI experiences 
led him to describe war and death as ecstatic experiences on a narcotic level “A man in 
ecstasy becomes a violent storm, a raging sea, roaring thunder. He merges with the cosmos, 

Baudelaire, Intimate Journals 
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racing toward death’s dark gates like a bullet toward its target”. From War as Inner 
Experience. 

Let’s step back further in history to understand the origins of the avant-garde. In the 1820s 
Henri de Saint-Simon issues a call for an artistic avant-garde whose works will publicise the 
Socialist cause in a faster and more efficient way than force of arms. This first linking of 
artworks to political ends doesn’t specify content or medium; on the contrary Saint-Simon is 
enthusiastic that poetry, fiction, music, sculpture and painting can equally well “spread new 
ideas amongst men”, as he puts it. The oppositional impulse presumed by Saint-Simon 
proposes a new use-value for art that would be an alternative to its allegiances with bourgeois 
institutions and the enthusiasm for “progress” that typically accompanied and justified the 
depredations of the industrial revolution. With succeeding avant-gardes however, we find a 
bifurcation of antagonistic engagement into, on the one hand, Saint-Simon’s aesthetics that 
engage directly with social issues, and on the other hand Mallarmé’s aesthetics that propose a 
withdrawal from social usefulness, whether radically disruptive or utilitarian, in favour of 
what he once termed “being on strike against society”. Baudelaire, as we have seen, moves 
back and forth across the two lines. 

(slide 37) This call of Saint-Simon’s is contemporaneous with Hegel’s statement at the start of 
his Aesthetics about the decline of art’s power to represent our ideas, often misinterpreted as 
signaling the death of art. Imagining there is access through Hegel to understanding the 
avant-garde seems an unlikely prospect. On the one hand you have a philosophy of absolutes 
whose thinking establishes its final pinnacle for Spirit (aka the totality of human 
consciousness) as secure from the impact of temporal conditions; with the avant-garde, on 
the other hand, you have actions consisting of gestures marked by specificity, temporality 
and contingency. Yet Hegel’s Aethetics is valuable here because of its timing where it sits on 
the brink of the collapse of coherent aesthetic objectives as a comprehensive, but doomed, 
attempt to determine the scope of art’s meaning and purpose. After this point art criticism 
and artists’ manifestos advocate competing aesthetic agendas and ideologies, a situation that 
Adorno has to address in his 1968 Aesthetic Theory to be able to offer an aesthetics relevant to 
the late 20th century.  

Before Hegel introduces this notion of decline there is a kind of exhilaration to his 
description of art which he presents as the richest possible experiential field, unlimited in its 
affirmative revelations. He explains that art is often the only embodiment of the greatest ideas 
and feelings experienced by an entire nation, that it is the passport to understanding a 
people’s philosophy and religion. How could art do this? By reconnecting conceptual 
thinking with the sensuous reality from which it had become disconnected. By reintegrating 
a society, Hegel says, whose ideas have grown alienated from their material origins. Thought 
might give us some access to the truest reality, but only art can bring this truth into view 
where we can fully engage with it. It’s reasonable I think to recognise in these early remarks a 
kind of intoxication that Hegel expects to be a part of art making. We are told that art 
should delight us as a realm of free play well away from sombre introspection, discipline and 
conformity. It promises, Hegel says, total and prolonged envelopment in its engagement 
with every possible facet of actual and imaginative life. It’s a shock then to come across 
Hegel’s rebuttal of art’s value for his own time: “In all these respects art, considered in its 
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highest vocation, is and remains for us a thing of the past”. The reason for this, Hegel says, is 
that  “Art invites us to intellectual consideration, and that not for the purpose of creating art 
again, but for knowing philosophically what art is”. The realm of free play and rich 
experience has been superceded by the intellectualization of art’s meaning. But Hegel’s 
prescription for art’s future development, its redemption, is equally damning–art must focus 
on its sensuous properties and not on concepts or worldly affairs. It’s at this point that we 
might recognise an opening for avant-garde aims in rejecting these options and in finding 
new premises for making meaningful work.  

In spite of the negative relevance of Hegel’s aesthetics for the avant-garde, he came closer to 
understanding a prototypical political and artistic revolutionary his earlier Phenomenology of 
Spirit where, in the course of a discussion on alientation, he cannot hide his fascination for 
the character Jean-Francois Rameau in Diderot’s book Rameau’s Nephew from the 1760s. 
This Rameau is the desperate, alienated and bohemian nephew of the famous Baroque 
composer of the same name. In the narrative he has just been expelled from the salon he 
frequented for a crude joke that made fun of his patrons’ power. Dejected and without 
patronage, he meets Diderot in a Paris café and complaining that all he wants is “a good bed, 
good food, warm clothes in winter, cool in summer, plenty of rest, money, and other things 
that I would rather owe to kindness that earn by toil.” A perfect slacker. Without warning he 
begins an extraordinary performance: “He was getting into a passion and beginning to sing, 
his voice growing louder as his passion increased…He jumbled together thirty different airs, 
French, Italian, comic, tragic—in every style. Now in a baritone voice he sank to the pit; 
then straining in falsetto he tore to shreds the upper notes of some air, imitating the while 
the stance, walk and gestures of the several characters; being in succession furious, mollified, 
lordly, sneering…he kept on, in the grip of mental possession, an enthusiasm so close to 
madness that it seemed doubtful whether he would recover”. This incoherent dada-like 
avant-gardist performance (well before any artistic avant-garde exists) is misunderstood by all 
the spectators apart from Diderot who has the nephew explain “We need exclamations, 
interjections, suspensions, interruptions, affirmations, and negations” sounding like a 
Futurist manifesto from 150 years later. The nephew performs like a radical artist of a much 
later era but he also plots like a later revolutionary (this precedes the French Revolution by 
20 years). He disturbs Diderot by telling him of crimes he is coldly plotting, “in the way a 
connoisseur in poetry or painting discusses the fine points of a work of art…” 

Hegel thus recognises in Diderot’s dialogue a dance on the brink of revolutionary action 
even though he pulls it back into play with the internal dynamics of the progression of 
abstract thought. The nephew might be described as a transitional figure between the 
impotence of the flatterer and the impotence of the defeated June 1848 barricade fighter, 
that is Baudelaire himself. He is the ejected hanger-on now downwardly mobile and 
nurturing incendiary impulses, still resentful of his unshakeable attachment to the bourgeois 
security of which he once shared a corner. 

To bring this to a close let’s return to our Slacker artists. Acknowledging once again our 
theme “histories of the contemporary”, were there conditions–economic or entropic–that 
enabled these artists to emerge from obscurity to become briefly visible, to coalesce into a 
sort of common approach, an uncomfortable zeitgeist grouping, even if their conflicted 
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engagement was too de-energized to make the most of what they had in common? 

The term “Slacker Art” was coined by Artforum writer Jack Bankowsky to echo Richard 
Linklater’s 1991 inaugural film Slacker, set in Austin, Texas, that tracked the aimless drifting 
of 20-year olds across the city. I think there was some relief at finding other life paradigms, 
however unpromising, in the fallout from the Wall Street Crash of October 19, 1987. By the 
end of that month share values had fallen between 22% in the US to 60% in New Zealand. 
Galleries didn’t really admit to an impact on the art market until 1990 or so, and 
consequently the 1980s came to be characterized throughout as a perfect harmonizing of 
capital and contemporary art objects, with Jeff Koons and Ashley Bickerton best realising 
how to make work that emblematized the ostentation and soaring profits of art speculator 
collectors at that time. Bickerton’s sculptures, you might remember, incorporated LED 
panels that tracked their rising value. 

Slackerdom appeared antithetical to this knowingly relentless pursuit of success and wealth 
and for a moment these artists seemed, by barely doing anything, to have a tolerable 
approach to continuing to make art. The working method of artists like Cady Noland (who 
stopped making work in the 90s), Paula Hayes, Laurie Parsons and Karen Kilimnik involved 
the collection of ordinary, relatively worthless materials and their informal arrangement in 
the gallery. There was seldom any manufacturing process although there was deliberation 
about setting the work in place. References were made, apparently casually, to teenage 
interests (Kilimnik),  

 

to Rudolf Steiner (Hayes),  

Karen Kilimnik 
Switzerland, Pink Panther, 1991 

Karen Kilimnik, Battles or the Art of War, 1991 
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to the resonance of street detritus (Parsons),  

 

or to banal placeholders of American life like beer cans and chain link fencing (Noland). 

Paula Hayes, installations at Fawbush Gallery, New York, 1992-94 

Laurie Parsons, “Pieces”, c. 1988  
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 The entrancement with commodities that characterized the late 80s was nowhere to be seen.  

Jessica Diamond (who again largely withdrew from the artworld) painted large diagrams in 
black directly on the wall. These were visual and verbal non-sequiturs, as if she was hardly 
bothered to figure out if they meant anything or not. “Yes Bruce Nauman” or “Germany is 
Connecticut” are painted as if by an unskilled hand. “Money Having Sex” is painted as line 
images of copulating dollar signs. 

 

Cady Noland, This Piece Has No Title Yet, 1989 

Jessica Diamond, Money Having Sex, c. 1990 
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Other artists like Cary Leibowitz (aka Candyass), Sean Landers and Steven Parrino are 
reasonably enough associated with slacker art, and in these cases welcomed content 
considered atypical or inappropriate to serious new art at that time. 

Leibowitz engaged with gay and Jewish identities by way of lo-tech fabrication and pathetic 
humour in effortless low value artefacts. In one gallery opening he sat at a desk baking 
cookies for the visitors. Landers’ first solo show included diaristic logorrhea on pinned up 
sheets of yellow notepad paper.  

 

Cary Leibowitz, c. 1994 

Sean Landers, 1990 
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These unrevised streams of adolescent consciousness (retrospectively resembling Kurt 
Cobain’s diaries) 

 

Sean Landers, 1990 

Kurt Cobain, Diaries 
undated, 1988-94 
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confessed to careless treatment of girlfriends, anxieties over artmaking and success, ways of 
conning his parents into sending him more money, and so on. Concerning a life adrift, these 
were misspelled compromising reflections of no intrinsic worth about content of no merit, 
and yet they felt like they had a finger on an overlooked sensibility, and had the advantage of 
being very funny. For a show I curated in New Jersey, Parrino left me with a previously 
bundled and taped-up painting that he had thrown out the night before. He had liked the 
way it looked in the garbage can when he went to throw out more rubbish in the morning. 

 

Could you say of the slackers that they did away with the expensive fabrication and celebrity 
artist status of the previous decade to clear a way for other, more private content that until 
that point had been forced well below the radar of contemporary art circuits? Did they 
succeed in clearing some space for modest and eccentric content in the wake of a banking 
crisis? Certainly a small sector of the gallery system, in the way it will always find new 
markets to open, moved decisively at that point towards work that was less ostentatious, less 
professional looking, less obviously worthy of attention. But for me this doesn’t lessen their 
achievement as artists looking for an art world boundary of recognisability, where their work 
might as easily fall off the edge into invisibility as be pulled back into actually meaning 
something. And that this intersects again with Paul Mann’s positionless stupid undergrounds, 
where recuperability isn’t something to be negotiated so much as completely ignored. The 
term “position”, which over the last twenty years became an indispensible part of the critical 
lexicon of art education to indicate a fiercely independent conjunction of concept and 
practice probably entered our vocabulary when German art dealer Michael Werner used it in 

Steven Parrino, Blob (Purple), 1994 
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an 80s TV programme called “The State of the Art” to qualify the kinds of commercially 
bankable artists he was prepared to work with. The term was corrupted from the start. 
Where these artists we’ve been looking at configure practices that offer no kind of anti- or 
position that could interest recuperating institutions, practices that are, at least temporarily, 
beneath merit, this does suggest, if not an exit from the labyrinth of the historical avant-
garde, at least a interruption in the maze before it closes in again. 

 


